ABOUT PERENTI

- We are an ASX200 diversified global mining services company
- We were founded in Australia in 1987
- We operate in surface and underground mines and across mining support services
- For more than 30 years we have successfully operated in challenging environments
- Our performance is backed by our scale, reliability and strong balance sheet
- We have world class employees

**OUR ASPIRATION**
To become the indispensable mining services company

**OUR PURPOSE**
To create enduring value and certainty

**OUR PRINCIPLES**
- No shortcuts
- Never wasteful
- Walk in their shoes
- Smarter together
- Enable tomorrow

---

**Perenti**

- Annual Revenue: ~$2Bn
- Employees: +8,000
- Projects: 55
- Commodities: 10
- Continents: 4
- Countries: 13

---

**4 continents**

**13 countries**
OUR BUSINESSES

**Surface Mining**

Ausdrill is a leading provider of drilling services with more than 30 years’ experience in Australia. Specialising in exploration, drill & blast, grade control and geotechnical services it has a reputation for delivering safe, reliable and productive solutions for its clients throughout Australia.

**Underground Mining**

Barminco is a global leader in hard rock mining specialising in rapid high speed mine development, production, diamond drilling, vertical development, design planning and scheduling and equipment supply and maintenance. The business has 30 years’ experience in the underground mining industry and has operations across three continents and one of the largest fleets of underground mining equipment in the world.

**Investments**

**African Mining Services (AMS)** is one of the largest contract mining companies in Africa. With close to 30 years’ experience the company provides safe and reliable end-to-end services to a range of clients across the continent. The company prides itself on delivering in some of the toughest environments in Africa and has one of the largest and most reliable mining fleets.

**Logistics Direct**

Logistics Direct is a specialist in logistics management and moving mining equipment and goods throughout Africa and around the world. Headquartered in Ghana, the company has more than 20 years of experience and provides expertise in cargo transportation, freight forwarding and customs brokering services.

**African Underground Mining Services** is a specialist underground contract mining services business operating across Africa. The business combines a world class workforce with an extensive fleet of specialist underground mining equipment and has a track record of exceeding productivity targets without compromising safety.

**Well Control Solutions** is a well control equipment supplier providing equipment, maintenance services and parts to oil & gas projects throughout Australia. The company is a local agent for top global OEM brands.

**BTP**

BTP is a leading heavy equipment, maintenance and refurbishment service provider to the mining industry. The business sells used equipment; rents a range of heavy mining equipment; refurbishes mining equipment; components, cylinders and engines; and sells parts to its customers. BTP offers a viable cost-effective alternative to original equipment manufacturers.

**MinAnalytical**

MinAnalytical is an innovative mineral assaying laboratory based in Perth and Kalgoorlie that provides a comprehensive range of high quality geochemical analytical techniques for most commodities, including a world first photon assay x-ray that is safer, more environmentally friendly and radically reduces process times for analysing gold samples.

**Supply Direct**

Supply Direct, headquartered in South Africa, offers superior supply chain and logistic solutions for its customers. The business provides single source tailored mining supply services to mines across Africa with solutions from large-scale used equipment, engines, refurbished components, light vehicles through to everyday parts and consumables.

**BPP**

Delivering above and below ground globally.
We have a global workforce of more than 8,000 world class employees and our culture is underpinned by our principles that drive the way we work, our actions and our behaviours, in every interaction and task we perform. By living these principles, we will deliver our purpose to create enduring value and certainty and realise our aspiration to become the indispensable mining services company.

**NO SHORTCUTS**
We never compromise our standards. We strive for the best in everything we do and continue to raise the bar in safety, performance and transparency every day.

**NEVER WASTEFUL**
We make every moment count. We operate as efficiently as possible. We plan effectively, make full use of our assets and always spend our money wisely.

**WALK IN THEIR SHOES**
To win new clients, keep existing clients and to ensure everyone benefits, we have to really know them – not just who they are and what they’re asking for, but what really matters to them.

**SMARTER TOGETHER**
None of us is as smart as all of us. By valuing our diversity, working together, sharing knowledge and supporting each other, we’re capable of exceptional things.

**ENABLE TOMORROW**
We actively embrace change, enabling new technologies and smarter ways of working, so the mine of tomorrow is safer, more productive and more reliable than ever before.

**OUR PEOPLE**

**OUR GROUP EXECUTIVE**

Mark Norwell  
GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Scott Winter  
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, SURFACE

Paul Muller  
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, UNDERGROUND

Donald James  
CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER, INVESTMENTS

Peter Bryant  
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Ben Davis  
CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER

Strati Gregoriadis  
COMPANY SECRETARY AND GROUP GENERAL COUNSEL

Robert Chatterton  
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

perentigroup.com